DEPARTMENTAL MEMO
MAD-MR: 15-14
DATE: 08/15/15

TO:       MEDICAL ASSISTANCE DIVISION PROVIDERS, MAD AND ISD STAFF
FROM:     NANCY SMITH-LESSIE, DIRECTOR, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE DIVISION
THROUGH:  ROBERT STEVENS, BUREAU CHIEF, PROGRAM POLICY AND INTEGRITY
BUREAU
BY:       JENN CHAVEZ, STAFF MANAGER

SUBJECT:  8.281.500 NMAC MEDICAID ELIGIBILITY – INSTITUTIONAL CARE INCOME
AND RESOURCE STANDARDS

GENERAL INFORMATION
The New Mexico Human Services Department through the Medical Assistance Division (MAD) has
promulgated a replacement rule, 8.281.500 NMAC Medicaid Eligibility – Institutional Care Income
and Resource Standards

FILING INSTRUCTIONS
Remove 8.281.500 NMAC dated 10-01-12

Please address any questions concerning these rules to Roy Burt at 505-476-6891 or
roy.burt@state.nm.us.